is to regain total national independence for our country.

II. To evacuate all foreign bases and troops that are stationed on our soil and which, for that very reason, constitute a great permanent danger not only for our people's security at home, but also abroad and a violation of our sovereignty as well as a permanent threat and danger for our brother African countries. This was clearly demonstrated when Chad troops were sent in during the incidents in Cameroon and other places.

III. To establish a people's national, democratic, coalition government, as well as a great democracy, promulgating freedom of press, speech, assembly, religion, movement, association, etc. and to grant amnesty to all political prisoners.

IV. To institute a correct policy in the rural areas. To carry out a radical agrarian reform. Based on the principle that "the land belongs to he who works it" to distribute the land free to the poor farmers. To effectively support and help the farmers in all fields: political, economic, social and cultural. To raise, assure and stabilize prices and the sale of agricultural products.

V. To increase workers' salaries by a third, to increase the salaries of functionaries and soldiers, to do away with all arbitrary taxes, to lower personal taxes, to find work for the unemployed, to make effective the equality of the sexes, to make medical care available, to constantly better the people's living conditions.

VI. To encourage small and medium-sized businessmen and to protect them from large foreign firms; to do away with economic monopolies of the imperialist countries, particularly France and the member countries of the CEE. To nationalize the key sectors of the national economy. To put into practice a reasonable and equitable fiscal policy.

VII. To build up a democratic, progressive, national culture and educational system. To adopt Arabic and French as official languages, to struggle effectively against illiteracy with a view to its complete eradication.

VIII. To establish diplomatic relations with all countries, except Israel and South Africa, on the basis of the ten (10) principles of the Bandung Conference and the five (5) principles of peaceful coexistence. To put into practice a policy of positive neutralism, to support the national liberation movements, to actively defend world peace.


Central Committee of the Chad National Liberation Front (FROLINA)

MANIFESTO FROM THE PALESTINIAN NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT (G.T.F.)

With our faith placed in God and convinced of the need for the unity of the Palestinian revolution in our occupied territory; to perpetuate the eagerness and willingness of the combatants of the forces of our military front; in affirmation of the unity of the blood, brotherhood and self-determination of the combatant cadres of our Front; and with the aim of recuperating our usurped country, representatives of combatants of our armed forces, met several times with cadres of the political front to study the situation and circumstances in which the Palestinian Arab people in our occupied territories find themselves, analyzing the intrigue and conspiracy carried out in secret and aimed at stabbing the revolution in the back; taking advantage of the divisions and discord among the resistance organizations as a pretext for their attacks.

And since true unity is what the united combatants represent, in accord with the will and decision of the revolutionary masses, as well as the only guarantee for the continuation and development of our revolution, contributing to its culmination and greater development, and pushing it toward to achieve victory with the help of God, the military and political cadres of our Front, with full awareness and following the dictates of our people, decided to announce the following historic and important agreement:

1) The re-foundation (or unification) of the Palestinian Liberation Front (G.T.F.) together with all its political and military cadres with the movement of the Palestinian National Liberation Front (Fath) merging our forces with the latter group.

This agreement gives added importance and meaning to the history of the struggle of our people against the aggression and, at the same time, is decisive for our occupied territory; it is capable of representing and reviving the legitimate and authentic expression of the unity of the combatants in the battle and constitutes the hope of our nation and our existence.

Any attempt to obstruct this historic step is considered as high treason against the wishes and hopes of our great combatant people; moreover, the powerful arm of the revolution will be vigilant in order to crush, energetically, any attempt to prevent the fulfillment and carrying out of the present agreements.

For its part, the Front which takes these historic steps, with complete determination and faith, with the aim of assuring and maintaining revolutionary unity, invites all other brother combatants who are fighting in the Palestinian organizations to examine their Responsibility in the difficult and historic stage that the cause of our Palestinian nation is going through, to defend and safeguard the revolution and its unity, assuring is continuity.

Official spokesman (G.T.F.)
Military Chief (G.T.F.)